The Road Less Traveled:
The Coller Collection
By Sharon Carlson

et's take a moment, journey
leisurely along the old routes, and
discover the treasures along the
road less traveled. Visit with us a valuable source of local history found in card
file format instead of a computerized
database. Browse the Ross Coller Collection found in the Archives and Regional
History Collections of the University
Libraries.
The Coller file contains a wealth of
information about late nineteenth and
early twentieth century Kalamazoo and
Calhoun counties. Among the references
are materials related to Calhoun County
residents who served in World War II,
and records of the Kalamazoo County
Pioneers Society. The best known and
most widely used portion of the Ross
Coller Collection is a 28 drawer set of 3 x 5
cards that totals approximately 23 feet or
about 20,000 cards. The cards are arranged
in alphabetical order; among them are
both handwritten and typewritten entries
related to people, events, places, and topics of Kalamazoo County spanning a
period from the 1850s to the 1950s.
The Ross Coller Collection found a permanent home at the Western Michigan
University Archives and Regional History
Collections in 1982. The file had surfaced
in the attic of a home in Battle Creek.
Earlier, the cards relating to Battle Creek
had been separated from those relevant to
Kalamazoo, and are now found in
Willard Public Library in Battle Creek.
The remaining cards were brought to the
WMU Archives where Dr. Peter Schmitt,
Professor of History, was serving as a
Faculty Associate. He undertook the task
of processing the collection, and transformed it from chaos to its original order.
The Kalamazoo County file reflects
Coller's career as a newsman, and illustrates his broad interest in Michigan history in general. Born in 1892, in Battle
Creek, Coller's career included positions
as reporter or editor for several Michigan
newspapers in Kalamazoo, Battle Creek,
Lansing, Detroit, Jackson, and Dowagiac.
Even a brief examination of the collection
uncovers the range of Coller's interests as
references to numerous people, places,
and events that shaped the development
of Kalamazoo County are revealed.
The Kalamazoo County card file leaves
many unanswered questions about its
provenance. The user does not know
whether Coller began compiling the infor-
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mation for the preparation of the 1937
100th anniversary issue of the Kalamazoo
Gazette, or if he simply were an ardent
organizer of facts. Certainly, the success
of the special edition celebrating the centennial resulted in public acclaim for
Coller's authority as a local historian. On
the other hand, its publication did not
stop his efforts since there are entries that
continue into the early 1940s. Coller often
cites local newspaper sources and other
works such as county histories. His subject headings were unique to him; no
known authority list is implicit. Rather,
the topics appear to indicate Coller's personal interests and his own vocabulary,
although he was careful to keep distinct
categories and provide cross referencing.
Researchers typically turn to the Coller
Collection in consultation with other
resources. However, because of the depth
of the material, there usually are additional references to be found in the card
file. Coller included both the well known
citations as well as the obscure ones, which
is why the card file proves to be so valuable for local history researchers as well as
genealogists. The file holds, for example,
cards and an envelope about the Alphadelphia Society, the only known Fourieristic association in Michigan, which
existed in Kalamazoo County between
1844 and 1848. He referenced Kalamazoo
Gazette articles, and included clippings
describing the utopian community that
formed near the Kalamazoo River.
Three cards in the file reference "celery," once Kalamazoo's most famous
export. In gathering information, Coller
often paraphrased and gave brief citations
to Gazette articles such as "June 26, 1886
Gazette says Joseph Dunkley has largest
celery garden in world ... 30 acres." He
provided notes with corresponding article
citations about celery shipments and technological improvements in the production of this famous Kalamazoo crop.
Ross Coller created thousands of cards,
many with single entries, about individuals; he noted births, marriages, deaths.
Some provide more extensive information
such as one for early Oaklands resident,
Daniel Denison Streeter. The card lists his
business affiliations as well as a wealth of
family information, and there are separate
cards for his wife and one of his daughters.
Found in the file are hundreds of cards
about Kalamazoo businesses. The one for
"Peter Pan Bakers" has a supplementary
envelope containing several clippings
describing the history of the firm. A 1933
citation notes that the bakers had adopted
the National Recovery Act Code with

hours and wage scales, establishing a 40hour work week, and a minimum wage of
40 cents an hour.
Coller did not restrict his collection of
information to businesses, places, and
individuals. In addition, there are cards
that cover a general topic such as "Music"
with subheadings of "News," "Orchestras," "Quartets," "Stores," and "Clubs."
Browsing the file, a researcher gains a
broad picture of the variety of entertainments and social/professional clubs that
were found in Kalamazoo County at the
turn of the century. Here and there are
cards that are unexpected, such as a single file entry on "Haunted Houses." On
that card, Coller cited two references to
articles that appeared in the Kalamazoo
Gazette about unexplained phenomena,
including an 1889 article describing a
house on South Street that had problems
with "noises, rappings & lights."
The Ross Coller Collection provides a
unique source that complements print
and electronic databases that include
Kalamazoo history. The files are heavily
used by students from the University's
public history courses as well as individuals who are researching and conducting
site surveys for historic district and
national register nominations. The majority of the information in the Coller card
file simply doesn't exist elsewhere and has
no other record. Ross Coller, undoubtedly,
would be amazed and pleased that his
personal card file would, for more than
half a century after its creation, benefit an
array of researchers in ways that few
compilers could ever envision. An original "road less traveled" is a necessary
detour on today's information highway.
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